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GRADES K–5 (ADAPT AS GRADE APPROPRIATE)

LESSON #3B: FEELING THE 
PATTERNS OF 2 AND 3 IN 
“JUPITER” FROM THE PLANETS 
BY GUSTAV HOLST (AND SPECIAL 
MUSIC FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS) 
STANDARDS

• National Core Music Standard – Artistic 
Process #1: Creating 

• National Core Music Standard – Artistic 
Process #2: Performing

• National Core Music Standard – Artistic 
Process #3: Responding

• National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #4: Connecting

Ohio 2012 Standards: (Progress Points)

A. Demonstrate how musical elements communicate meaning and emotion by 
[playing, singing or] moving to music. 

B. Recognize the use of music for various purposes by performers and listeners in a 
variety of cultures. 

C. Create music in simple forms to be performed with dance, drama, or in response 
to a work of visual art.

D. Individually and collaboratively select ideas and a media form of the day to create 
(express) pieces. 

E. Use digital technology to listen to and study music recognizing instruments, 
[voices, ensembles] and musical forms. 

F. Form and express opinions about music they hear in [formal and] informal [live 
and] recorded performances. 

CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS (MEASURABLE VERBS, BLOOM’S TAXONOMY)
Demonstrate; practice; apply; analyze; discuss; share (experiences); relate/connect; 

enact/dramatize

CONCEPT AREAS:
RHYTHM (Steady Beat; Meter) 
LISTENING; MOVING; CREATING; 
RELATING; ANALYZING

http://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Ohios-Learning-Standards/Fine-Arts
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CURRICULAR CONNECTIONS (LANGUAGE ARTS – CHOOSE FROM LIST TO FIT GRADE LEVEL)
Vocabulary for Word Wall: steady beat, pattern, meter; 
notation – written music for the sound
ostinato – repeated pattern 
processional – the term for entering by walking at a ceremony or church service, 
especially at the beginning of an important event, or when you first enter the special 
place a ceremony is held (Optional Sequence, grades 1-2)

Non-music Vocabulary: pattern; walking; jolly; royal; majestic; majestically

CONCEPTUAL LEARNING – MUSICAL UNDERSTANDING  
 

• The steady beats of music can be grouped in patterns of 2 and patterns of 
3. We call this the meter of the music. The patterns of 2 and 3 can be shown 
with icons (pictures) of the sound.

• Certain music can be used for various important or special occasions.

STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES/LEARNING TARGETS/SKILLS: (“STUDENTS WILL…” &/OR “I CAN…”) 

• I can identify a piece of music’s meter and move my arms to show it.
• I can listen to the way the steady beats and grouped into patterns and follow pictures 

(icons) that match the sound.
• I can sing a melody and tap along with icons.
• I can use musical terms such as meter or beat.
• I can determine the meter of music… or I can move to show the meter of music.
• I can discuss the use of special music for various occasions in America and England.
• I can analyze and describe (figure out and talk about) Musical Elements in “Jupiter” 

by Holst, such as Meter. (Assessment: Formative and Summative, and Student Self 
Evaluations.) 
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MATERIALS: 

• Recording of “Jupiter” from The Planets by Gustav Holst
• movement area (also used for a sitting circle where everyone can see one 

another)
• Visual #1, Meter of 2 and Meter of 3 (horizontal icons)
• Visual #2, Meter of 2 and Meter of 3 (horizontal and vertical icons)
• Visual, Ostinato, Rhythmic Notation for K-2 Holst (Accompaniment Rhythm, 

Advanced only)
• Exit Slips
• Video Clip (Youtube), Festival of Remembrance  (0:47–1:10)
• Video Clip (Youtube), The Royal Wedding – I Vow to Thee My Country – William 

and Kate [cue to 1:30; use from 1:30–5:07] 
(Marriage of Prince William and Kate Middleton, published 4-22-13, 
RoyalMonarchy

• Video Clip (Youtube), The Funeral of Baroness Thatcher I Vow to Thee My 
Country Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, Holst tune Thaxted. (cue to 0:47, use from 0:47–
1:58)

SEQUENCE: 

1. In a sitting circle, begin by leading the class to pat their legs (using “spider 
fingers”) lightly and say, “DOWN-up,” as both hands pat legs on “DOWN” and 
lift both hands on “up.” Lead guided practice for this at a moderately slow and 
steady speed (tempo). 
Add the song “Mary Had a Little Lamb” or “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star,” 
emphasizing how the DOWN-up pattern fits the pattern of the steady (quarter 
note) beat as it moves in 2s for these familiar songs. If desired, substitute 
“DOWN-up” with “1–2.” 

2. “But the steady beat of other songs can move in 3s instead of 2s. When music is 
this way, it makes us want to sway gently back in forth. Lead the class in how to 
gently sway back and forth while sitting in place, but being careful not to bump 
into their neighbor.” 
Add the song “The More We Get Together (Did You Ever See a Lassie?)” or “Let’s 
Go Fly a Kite,” while swaying gently to each dotted half note pulse, emphasizing 
how the “SWAY-two-three, SWAY-two-three” pattern fits the beat as it moves in 
3s for these familiar songs or others. If desired, substitute with “1-2-3, 1-2-3.” 

3. Display the Visual, Meter of 2 and Meter of 3, horizontal, and have the class 
determine which of the songs they just sang match which of the visuals and be 
able to describe how it fits “the way the song goes.” 

TEACHER’S RESOURCE:
(min:sec indicates the Timestamp on 
the Classics for Kids website or CD)

http://www.classicsforkids.com/music/hearthemusic.php?id=36
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Meter_2and3_horizontal_icons.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Meter_2and3_Visual_horizontalandvertical_icons.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Ostinato_IVow_GradesK-2.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Ostinato_IVow_GradesK-2.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Exit%20slips.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvouc8Qs_MI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fx4AiDpAYmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Prg-KwqPYQs
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Meter_2and3_horizontal_icons.pdf
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4. Display the Visual, Meter of 2 and Meter of 3, horizontal and vertical, as another 
way to represent the different groupings or patterns of the beats; demonstrate 
and practice. Then, invite the class to be Music Detectives. They will get to figure 
out which meter – 2 or 3 – fits each of these famous patriotic songs below. Guide 
the class in how to try out the body percussion patterns and the icon patterns 
with each song; include the use of the “non-example” for the incorrect way as an 
application technique. 
a. “America” (“My Country ‘tis of Thee”) – Meter of 3 
b. “America the Beautiful” – Meter of 2 (downbeat occurs on “beau-’” of “beau-ti-
ful”) 
c. “The Star Spangled Banner” – Meter of 3 (downbeat occurs on “say”)   

5. Grades 1–2: “Be a Music Detective to figure out whether the Meter of 2 or Meter 
of 3 fits best with each of the following musical examples.” 
 
Examples of Meter in “Jupiter” by Holst 
a. 1:00–1:24 (Meter of 2). Display the Visual, Meter of 2 and Meter of 3, 
horizontal, showing how the pattern of two moves: 1-2, 1-2, 1-2, 1-2, as we did 
with the patting and/or “walking” with alternating hands in the lap. Display the 
Visual, Meter of 2 and Meter of 3, horizontal and vertical as another way of 
showing that beat #1 is the strongest beat of each group of 2. 
 
b.  “Now, look at the pattern of three and demonstrate how to show that with 
patting.” (Share answers and demonstrate.) Display the Visual, Meter of 2 and 
Meter of 3, horizontal, showing how the pattern of three moves:  1-2-3, 1-2-3, 1-2-
3. Also Visual, Meter of 2 and Meter of 3, horizontal and vertical as another way 
of showing that beat #1 is the strongest beat of each group of 3. 1:40–2:12 or 
2:39 (Meter of 3).  
 
c. “Let’s light clap to the macro-beat of this next section of this music by Holst, 
using a two-finger clap (‘golf clap’) on beat 1, but that circles around for the other 
two beats, 1-2-3, 1-2-3.” (Demonstrate and practice with class.) Play the recording 
from 1:40–2:16, clapping lightly to the macro-beat of the dotted half note or to 
the individual micro-beats.  
 
d. Play other excerpts from the recording as examples of Meter, having the class 
figure out from listening and silently patting/clapping the patterns of 2 or 3: 
3:53–4:13 (Meter of 3) – Has the melody that later became a famous separate 
piece of music. 
6:00–6:24 (Meter of 2) 
6:42–7:21 (Meter of 3) 
Use for Assessment.* 

http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Meter_2and3_Visual_horizontalandvertical_icons.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Meter_2and3_Visual_horizontalandvertical_icons.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Meter_2and3_horizontal_icons.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Meter_2and3_horizontal_icons.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Meter_2and3_Visual_horizontalandvertical_icons.pdf
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6. Share that the last melody they just heard became very famous in England and 
was used as a Processional, or music to walk to at a special occasion. “Raise your 
hand if you have been to a wedding; raise your hand if you have ever been in 
the wedding party, and got to walk down the aisle at a relative’s wedding.” (share 
experiences) Watch the Video Clip (Youtube), Marriage of Prince William and 
Kate Middleton, 20xx, (2:57–4:15) 
 
Share the meaning of the term processional. 
processional – the term for entering by walking at a ceremony or church service, 
especially at the beginning of an important event, or when you first enter the 
special place a ceremony is held 

7. After viewing the video, again display the Visual, Meter of 2 and Meter of 3, 
horizontal or Visual, Meter of 2 and Meter of 3, horizontal and vertical to check 
understanding. 
“Which one fits the song (‘I Vow to Thee My Country’) better – the Meter of 
2 or the Meter of 3?” (3)

OPTIONAL CONTINUED SEQUENCE FOR GRADES 1–2, DAY TWO:  
    
1. Begin where you left off the previous class period, by getting to see the video 

clip again. Watch the Video Clip (Youtube), Marriage of Prince William and Kate 
Middleton, 20xx, (2:57–4:15)   

2. Tell the class that as you play an orchestral version of this same piece, they 
should listen and lightly patting their thighs with alternating hands to the steady 
beat with their fingertips (using “spider fingers”).  
 
Play the recording from 3:10–4:55 and demonstrate for the class: “Walk, walk, 
walk” to the steady beat of each quarter note pulse in ¾ time. 

3. Review rules for locomotor movement in the classroom (traveling through the 
room, in your own smaller space or ‘bubble,’ etc). 

4. Guide the class to create a large-group Processional. Lead the students in 
movement to the music in one of ways given in the Teacher Resource for 
Differentiation. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fx4AiDpAYmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fx4AiDpAYmc
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Meter_2and3_horizontal_icons.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Meter_2and3_horizontal_icons.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/teachers/lessonplans/pdfs/holst/Holst_Meter_2and3_Visual_horizontalandvertical_icons.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fx4AiDpAYmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fx4AiDpAYmc
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TEACHER  RESOURCE FOR DIFFERENTIATION:
 
Beginning Level:
Lead students to just walk slowly to the steady beat of  the music while listening, down an 
“aisle,” as if  they are part of  a graduation ceremony (this makes for an educational 
emphasis, rather than for a wedding). Emphasize the steady beat by lightly tapping it on a 
hand drum while the class walks; students need not worry about which foot is right or left. 
See if  students can sense the pulse without relying the drum.
Optional: Compare to Elgar’s Pomp and Circumstance, often used in graduations. Similar to 
Holst, Elgar was also an English composer.

Medium Level: 
Do Beginning Level, plus:
Lead the class to clap and say and, “Half-note, rest” to the rhythm of  one half  note (clap 
and shake) followed by a quarter rest, in ¾ time; next, do while listening to the recording 
(begin the ostinato on the downbeat). Share that the term ostinato means “repeated pattern.” 
Display the Visual, Ostinato, Rhythmic Notation for K-2 Holst and check for students’ 
understanding of  the rhythmic notation (“written music for the sound”).

Advanced Level:
Do the Medium Level, then transfer clapping the rhythm to movement. See the “Teaching 
Sequence” on the Visual, Ostinato, Rhythmic Notation for K-2 Holst as you display it for the 
class. Demonstrate walking to the pattern (“Half-note, rest”), stepping on each half  note and 
waiting in place for the rest. Use the ostinato as an “accompaniment” movement. Practice 
walking majestically (andante maestoso). Display the Visual, Ostinato, Rhythmic Notation for 
K–2 Holst.

“Stretch”/Gifted:
Coordinate left and right feet to this rhythm pattern: “LEFT-RIGHT (rest). LEFT-RIGHT (rest)”…
or…“LEFT-RIGHT (rest), RIGHT-LEFT (rest)”…

http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Ostinato_IVow_GradesK-2.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Ostinato_IVow_GradesK-2.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Ostinato_IVow_GradesK-2.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/holst/Holst_Ostinato_IVow_GradesK-2.pdf
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CLOSURE/QUESTIONS: 

1. “What are some occasions where special (often patriotic) music is heard or 
sung?” (Olympics; other sports events). Discuss other occasions that use special 
music such as birthdays; marriages; graduations. 

2. “What parts of music did our movements show or emphasize?” (the steady beat 
and the meter) “What is the meter of music? Can you explain what it refers to?” 
(the way the beats are grouped, in patterns of 2 or 3) 

3. Refer to the Vocabulary listed for this lesson and see if students know what the 
words or terms mean (such as tempo, form, etc.). “What words have been added 
to our Word Wall today? What does each word mean, and how do we use it to 
describe music?” Share answers, and elaborate on the language function and 
academic language of each word in relation to music and other connections.  

4. Refer to the Conceptual Learning, Objectives, and Standards listed at the 
beginning of the lesson plan and guide the class in understanding and 
application for the following  “I can” statements:  
“I can use musical terms such as meter or beat…”

ASSESSMENT/EVALUATION: 
 
Formative Assessment
*Step #5 in Sequence. Follow up by giving the class specific feedback as the teacher, 
wording it positively.

Summative
*Step #7 in Sequence. Video-record the students after they have practiced their 
“Processional at an Important Ceremony.” Then have the class watch their recorded 
performance and fill out Exit Slips (self- and class-evaluation form) on how they 
(or how they felt the class) performed – to what extent they correctly showing the 
steady beat and the form of the music (changing movements to fit the new tempo 
at the right time, etc.). If possible, use it for a ceremony during the school year, such 
as graduation from a grade at the end of the year. Engage 2nd grade classes with 
more discussion about the video of their performance.

 

http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Exit%20slips.pdf
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FOLLOW-UP LESSON:
CONCEPTUAL LEARNING=MUSICAL UNDERSTANDING      
The words of songs can have verses the same as poems or poetry often do.

1. Teacher Resource/History & Social Studies: Share with the students that the 
composer of this music, Gustav Holst, was from England. Locate England on a 
world map. Share that later, Holst arranged this music by adding words from 
a poem and titling it “I Vow to Thee, My Country.” The hymn tune itself became 
known as “Thaxted,” the name of the village where Holst grew up. Later, Holst 
set the tune to words of a poem by the poet, Sir Cecil Spring-Rice. 

2. Share with the class that children in England are taught this patriotic hymn and 
it is sung and played at many important ceremonies in England, such as royal 
weddings, funerals, and memorial days. It is a patriotic hymn. Watch 1–3 clips 
from youtube.com of this music being using for a ceremony, guiding a brief class 
discussion afterward as developmentally appropriate: 
a. Video Clip (youtube) of The Royal Wedding – I Vow To Thee My Country – 
William and Kate. Ceremony of Prince William and Kate Middleton, in England 
at Westminster Abbey, cued to 1:32. Watch from: 1:32–2:57. Posted by 
RoyalMonarchy. 
b. Video Clip (youtube), I Vow to Thee My Country - Festival of Remembrance (for 
all the soldiers who had died). The lyrics are displayed on the screen. Posted by 
Brit BritWatch from 0:00–1:16 (First verse in entirety). Explain that the words of 
songs can have verses the same as poems or poetry. 
c. Video Clip (youtube), The funeral of Baroness Margaret Thatcher,  (“in a church 
service, in a very famous church in England called Westminster Abbey”). Cue to 
0:47. 
Watch 0:47–1:58 (First verse in entirety) 

3. Connect/Relate: “What patriotic songs or hymns do we sing in the United 
States?” (share answers, which may be more than the list below)  
a. “America” (“My Country ‘tis of Thee”)  
b. “America the Beautiful”  
c. “The Star Spangled Banner”  
Optional: Sing one of these songs together as a class, as developmentally 
appropriate. 

4. Review activity with Visual, Meter of 2 and Meter of 3: “Be a Music Detective and 
figure out whether the steady beats of these songs move in a pattern of 2 or a 
pattern of 3.” 
a. “America” (“My Country ‘tis of Thee”) – pattern of 3  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fx4AiDpAYmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvouc8Qs_MI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Prg-KwqPYQs
http://www.classicsforkids.com/teachers/lessonplans/pdfs/holst/Holst_Meter_2and3_Visual.pdf
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b. “America the Beautiful” – pattern of 2 (with beat 1 on the syllable “beau-“) 
c. “The Star Spangled Banner” – pattern of 3 (with beat 1 on the word “say”)

Connect/Relate/Life Experience: “Have any of you attended a wedding? Have any 
of you walked in a wedding ceremony?” (share answers) 

5. Connect this piece with other patriotic songs or hymn tunes, or to other music 
that became famous processionals used at weddings or for graduations. 
Optional: Stage a Graduation Processional to a recording of Pomp and 
Circumstance, by Edward Elgar, another English composer. (Available on iTunes.) 
Connect/Life Experience: “How many of you have attended a graduation? Have 
any of you walked in a graduation ceremony from Kindergarten or Pre-School?” 
(share answers) 

6. Closure: “Why do you think so many people like [“I Vow to Thee” by Holst or 
Pomp and Circumstance by Elgar], and, especially in England where the composer 
lived? What do you like about it?” (share answers)

CURRICULAR CONNECTIONS/EXTENSIONS:      
Social Studies: Learn how music is used for special occasions in cultures around 
the world.


